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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [14], Van Oystaeyen introduced the so-called graded Brauer group 
Brg(R) of a P-graded commutative ring, in order to study the Brauer 
group of a projective variety (cf. [16]). The following question arises 
immediately: consider the maps Un: Brg(R) -+ Br(R): [A] -+ 
[&(A)] = [A] (forgetting gradations) and f: Br(R,) + Brg(R): [A] + 
[R gRO A]. When are these maps isomorphisms? 
It was established in [14] and [S] that Un is a monomorphism if R is a 
graded Krull domain. In general Un is not monomorphic: a counterexam- 
ple was given by Van den Bergh in [ 131. If K= k[ T, T-l], with k perfect, 
then Br(K)= lJn,O Brg(k[T, T ‘, deg T=n]) (cf. [7, 151). In [17], it is 
investigated that Br(R) z Br(R,) if R is strongly graded. In this note, we 
shall generalize these results using the following technique: first, we show 
that the desired property holds for gr-local rings, by cohomological 
methods; then we globalize using some Mayer-Vietoris sequences and a 
Quillen induction (cf. the approach of Knus and Ojanguren to the proof of 
Gabber’s theorem in [lo]). 
In Section 2, we discuss the case where R is a graded Krull domain; we 
give a new proof for the fact that Un is monomorphic. Using a result of 
Ford [8], we can show that Br(R) ?Z U Brg(R), where the union runs over 
all possible gradations on R, if R contains a field of characteristic zero. 
Also, it is shown that the first graded &tale cohomology group Hi(R, gr) of 
the functor gr introduced in [2] is trivial in this case. 
In Section 3, we show that Brg(R) E Br(R,) if R is positively graded. In 
Section 1, some definitions and notations are recalled; for all other 
notations, and for more details concerning the graded Brauer group, we 
refer to [2, 3,4, 171. 
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1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let R be a Z-graded commutative ring. Recall that two graded R- 
Azumaya algebras are called gr-equivalent if there exist graded R- 
progenerators P, Q such that A 0 END.(P) Z~ BQ END,(Q), where the 
symbol gg denotes the fact that there exists an isomorphism of degree 
zero. Brg(R) is the group of gr-equivalence classes of graded R-Azumaya 
algebras. Picg(R) and Pit,(R), respectively, denote the groups of 
isomorphism classes and graded isomorphism classes of graded R- 
progenerators of rank one. We have an exact sequence (cf. [2]): 
1 + U,,(R) + U(R) + gr(R) + Pit,(R) + Picg(R) + 1. 
The functor gr may be used to define the Amitsur cohomology groups 
H;,(WR U) (cf. PI). 
We introduce the following notation: for a positive integer n, let R,,, be 
the graded ring given by the following data: 
WR) = UnU+,,), 
(Rdnci = R, forall dEiZ 
(multiply all degrees by a factor n). Recall from [3] that R is called 
quasistrongly graded if there exists a graded &ale covering of R containing 
a unit of degree one. R is called d-quasistrongly graded if R = SCdj for some 
quasistrongly graded ring S. Most of the important classes of graded rings 
are d-quasistrongly graded, except for the positively graded rings. In [3], it 
was shown that Brg(R) Z Hi( R, UO)tors if R is quasistrongly graded, and 
that Brg(R) maps into Hi&R, U) if R is d-quasistrongly graded. We 
denote Hi(R, F) = l&i H’(S/R, F) and H&JR, U) = u Hi,(S/R, U), where 
the limits are taken over all graded etale coverings S of R. 
2. THE BRAUER GROUP OF A GRADED KRULL DOMAIN 
We introduce the following notation: U Br “( R) = IJ,, , ,, Br “( R,,,); in 
fact, U Brg(R) may be viewed as the Q-graded Brauer group of R. The 
results of this section are summarized in 
2.1. THEOREM. Let R be a d-quasistrongly graded Krull domain; then we 
have 
(i) Un: Br “( R) + Br( R) is monomorphic; 
(ii) if R contains a $eld of characteristic zero, and R is Noetherian, 
then Br(R)g UBrg(R); 
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if R is quasistrongly graded, then 
(iii) Hi(R, gr) = 1; 
(iv) Pi@(R) = Hi(R, U) = Pit(R) = H’(R, U); 
(v) Pit,(R) = HL,,(R, U) = Hi(R, U,). 
(i) was already established by Van den Bergh in [S]; an alternative 
proof is presented below. ft is not known whether (iii) and {iv) and the first 
equality of iv) hold under more general circumstances. We also remind of 
the fact that Pie”(R) = Pit(R) iF R is a graded Kruil domain (cf. [ill] ). 
2.2. LEMMA. (i) (resp. (iii) of Theorem 2.1 holds ifR is a d-quasistrongly 
(resp. quasistrongly) gr-local Krull domain. 
Pr~~ilf. Let A be a graded R-Azumaya algebra. As established in [3], 
there exists a graded Galois extension S of R of the form S = SO [T, T ~ ’ 3, 
splitting A. Since Pit(S) = PicR(S) = Pic(S,,) = 1, it follows from [2] and 
the classical crossed product theorem that 
Br(S/R) = H”(G, t-‘(S)) 
and 
Brg(S/R) = Hi,(G, U(S)). 
Now H’(G, gr(S)) = H’(G, Z) = 1 implies that Hz,(G, U(S)) maps into 
H”(G, U(S)) {cf. [S]), hence Br”fS/R) -+ Br(S/R) is monomorphic, 
~nishing the proof of the first part. Next, as Pit(R) = Pi@(R) = 1, and 
because of the exact sequence 
1 -+ Picg(R) -+ Hj(R, U) + Hi(R, gr) + 1 
(cf. [3, 2.16”j), we have that f$R* grf= f$(R, U)=fim Pic(S/Rfc 
Pit(R) = 1, so Hj(R, gr) = 1 (the Iimn IS taken over graded &ale coverings). 
2.3. PROPOSITION. if R is a quasistrongly graded commutative ring, and 
f, g E h(R) are such that Rf -k Rg = R, then we have an exact sequence 
I- q(R gr) s ~(R,~, gr) 8 TV& gr) -% ff#fg, grl 
--% Hj(R, gr) --% Hj(Rf, gr) 0 Hk(R,, gr) 2 Hj(Rf8, gr). 
I%x$. First, note that, by the graded version of Artin’s theorem on the 
joins of Hensel rings [3,2.4], it s&ices to consider graded &ale coverings 
of the form S, @S, to eatculate fi;fRfgt gr). We give the definitions of the 
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maps xi, /Ii, yi, leaving verifications of exactness and well detinedness to the 
careful reader, who will find some inspiration in [IO]. 
DEFINITION OF c+ q([I])=([l"], [I,]). 
DEFINITION OF pi. fli([Tj, [.I])= [I,0 J,-‘*]. 
D~.zFIN~O;Y oFyo. Consider VE gr(S, @S,), such that [ VJ is a cocyele; 
we define yO( [ E’] ) E grf (3, x S.Jf’) = gr(SjZ’ x SJ, @I s2 x S, @ St x SF)) by 
the components (S i2), V, (TV)-“, S$“)), where z:gr(S,OS,)-,gr(S,OS,) 
is induced by the switch map. 
2.4. Note. a,, &,, y0 may be defined even if R is not quasistrongly 
graded. 
2.5. LEMMA. If R is reduced, then the map &, in 2.3 is onto, 
ProoJ Observe that q(R, gr)=gr(R)=liO(R) if R is reduced (cf. 
[Z, 33 ). The sequence 2.3 therefore becomes 
Clearly &, is epimorphic (recall that P(R) is the set of continuous 
functions from @xc(R) to Z). 
2.6. LEAMA. If R is ~uus~~t~~~g~~ graded and reduced, and &‘for every 
p E Specg(R) we haue that Hi{ Q;( R), gr) = 1, then ZZj( R, gr) = 1. 
Proof: Take [Z] E Ht(R, gr), and consider z‘ = {f~ h(R): [Z,] = 1 in 
ZZ#Rf, gr)). Then we have: 
(i) aEhfR),fEX-afEE; 
(ii) fi gf.X, degf=deg g=>j^+ gg:6. 
(ii) foifows if we apply 2.3 and 2.5 to Rr+g. Also for every RE Speeg(R) 
there exists f~h(R- p) such that SEX So we may cover Specg(R) by a 
set of the form (U(f(m)): 111 E Spec&(R), f(m) E E), which may be reduced 
to a finite covering f U(f,),..., U(f,)j. Hence there exist homogeneous 
a,,,.., a, such that .Eajfi = 1, and 1 EZ; finishing the proof. 
We have now established (iii) in Theorem 2.1.’ (iv) follows if we apply [3, 
2,7c and d]. For the proof of (v), take limits in the spectral sequence 
[2, Sect. 31 to obtain the foliowing exact sequence 
l--p H&(R, Ut --, q(R, Ut -+ q(R, grl+ Hi&R, W 
-+ ff;(R, VI + J+f;fR, grf 
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Using the above results, and [Z, 2.7 and 4.11, the sequence becomes 
1 -+ U,(R) + U(R) + gr( R) -+ H&,(R, U) + PicR(R) + 1 
A comparison with the exact sequence [2,2.1] yields the result. We go on 
proving part (i) of Theorem 2.1, 
2.7. LEMMA. If R is a d-g~a,sjstrongly graded Kruli domain, then 
UK Brg(R) + Br(R) is ~o~o~o~p~ic. 
Prooj: Using [ 10,2.11; 3, 4.1 and Lemma 2.51, we obtain the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns, for f, gEh(R) such 
that Rf + Rg = R: 
gr(RJ)Ogr(Rg) ---f gr(Rfg) -+ 1 
1 1 
Pic,( Rf) 0 Pic,(R,) + Pic,( Rf,) -+ Br “( Rf, R,, R,,) + Brg( R/., @ Br “( RR) 
1 1 1 1 
Pic( Rf) @ Pic( Rg) -+ PM&) -+ BrU$ R,, Rfg) -, Br(R,) 0 WR,). 
1 1 
1 1 
Clearly the map A -+ (Af, A,, Rfg, Rrg, Id) induces monomorphisms 
Brg(R)+ Brg(Rf, R,, Rfg) and Br(R) --f Br(R,, R,, R,,) (cf. [3] and 
[lo]). Let [A] E Brg(R). Using the above diagram, it is easily established 
that, if [ Un(A)] = 1, [A,.] = 1, [A,] = 1, then [A] = 1. The proof is then 
finished by a Quillen induction, as in Lemma 2.6. 
The proof of (ii) in Theorem 2.1 follows from Propositions 2.8 and 2.9. 
2.8. ~OPOSmON. Let R be a d-~uasistrong~y graded Km11 domain such 
that for every p E Specg(R) we have that Br(~~(R)) = U Brg(Q~(R)). Then 
Br(R) = U Brg(R). 
Proof: Consider the commutative diagram (f, gc h(R) such that 
Rf +Rg=R): 
Picg(Rf,) 3 UBrg(Rf, R,, Rfg) -% UBrg(Rf)@ UBrg(Rg) 2 UBrn(Rf,) 
I 
2 e 8’ 8” 
Pic(RYg) & 
I I 
3 
I 
Br& R,, Rfg) BrV$) 0 WR,) 5 BrfR,,) 
and consider 
Observe that 
i’: Brg(R) --* Brg(R,, R,, Rf,), 
in 
i: Br(R) + Br(R,, R,, Rf-). 
the proof of Gabber’s theorem [lo, 3.2; 3, 5.33 it is 
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shown that Im i = Br(R,-, R,, Rfg)tors, Im i’ = Br g(Rf, R,, Rf,),,,,. Let 
[A] E Br(R), and suppose y 0 i( [A]) E Im 8’. An examination of the above 
diagram then yields that i( [A]) E Im 8, so i( [A]) = B(B). As E is torsion, 
B~1m i’, and [A] E Im(UBrg(R) + Br(R)). The proof is then finished 
using a Quillen induction, as in Lemma 2.6. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. If R is a d-quasistrongly gr-local Nuetherian integrally 
closed domain containing a j?ef$ of c~aructerist~c zero, thert Br(R) = 
U Brg(R). Consequently every Azumaya algebra can be split by a graded 
Galois extension. 
Proof As in [3, Lemma 5.61, we can establish that there exists a 
graded Galois extension of R of the form S= S, [T, T-‘1. As Pie(S) = 
PicgfS) = 1, we have that Ei Brg(S/R)r Un,* ~~~(G~~S/R), t;(S,,,) = 
UnzaWr ~2(Gal(S/R), W&J + ~*(Gal(S/R), h)) = ~2(Gal(S/R~, 
U(S)) = Br(S/R) (cf. [4, 111.66; 15, 2.71. Observe finally that Br(S)= 
U Br g(S), as follows easily from a result of Ford [8,4.1]. 
3. THE GRADED BRAUER GROUP OF A POSITIVELY GRADED RING 
In [3], the graded Brauer group was described cohomologically in the 
case of a d-quasistrongly graded ring. As was indicated there, most of the 
important classes of graded rings fall within this scope, except for the class 
of positively graded rings. We intend to prove that Brg(R) z Br(R,) for a 
positively graded ring, so that every graded R-Azumaya is equivalent to an 
Azumaya algebra B of the form B,@ R. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Zf R is positively graded, then Picg( R) r Pic(R,). 
ProoJ: Let IE Picg(R). Observe that for any p E Specg(R), there exists 
fc (R - P)~ such that [1,] = 1 in Picg(Rf). f may be chosen in R, since 
R + is contained in Jg( R). This leads to a graded Zariski covering S of R of 
the form S= So@ R, where So is a Zariski covering of RO, such that 
[I] E Picg(S/R). Using [2,4.3], and the fact that U(ScnJ) = UO(Sc”)) = 
U(S, e)&... OR0 S,), it follows that Picg(S/R) = Ker(H’(S/R), U) --f 
H’(S/R, gr)) = HEUSER, U) = H’(S~R~, U) = Pi~~S~R~), ~nishing the 
proof. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Zf R is a reduced positively gr-local ring, then 
Brg(R)= Br(R,). 
Proof. This is Corollary 111.9.8 in [4], to which we refer for full detail. 
We only give a brief sketch of the proof. A slight modi~cation of the proof 
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of Theorem 2.8 in [6] yields that every graded R-Azumaya algebra may be 
splitted by a graded Galois extension S of the form SO OR0 R, where So/R, 
is Galois. As S is positively graded, we have that Br”(S/R) = Hi,(Gal(S/R), 
U(S)) = H*(Gal(&/R,), U(S,)) = Br(S,/R,), and the result follows. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. If R is a positively graded ring, then every graded R- 
Azumaya algebra admits a good graded &tale covering splitting datum (cf 
[3]) of the form S = S, Q R,, R; consequently Brg( R) can be embedded in 
l& H&(S/R, U), where the limit is taken over all graded &tale coverings of 
the form S, Q R,, R. 
Proof Let [A] E Brg( R). Every graded localisation Q;(A) may be split- 
ted by a graded Galois extension of the form S(p) OR,, R. Hence for every 
p E Specg(R), there exists f E (R - P)~ such that A, is splitted by a graded 
etale covering of the form S(f) 0 ,+, R. In the usual way, we obtain a 
graded splitting ring S, OR,, R of A. Now observe that, if for i= l,..., n, 
Si = S, OR0 R are some graded &tale R-algebras, and U = iJ, 0 RO R is a 
graded etale covering of 0 i Sj, then there exist etale covering Sk of S, 
such that we have a factorisation 
where the connecting maps are of degree zero. This fact follows if we apply 
Artin’s theorem [ 1,4.1] to R,. Then one can construct a good graded &ale 
covering splitting datum in the usual way. Then proceed as in [3, Sect. 23 
to obtain the second part of the theorem. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Zf R is positively graded, and f, g E R, are such that 
Rf + Rg = R, then the maps Br(R,) + Brg(R) and Br(R,, R,, R,,rg) + 
Br “( R,., R,, R,,) are monomorphic. 
Proof Using the same approach as in 3.3, we may find an embedding 
Brg(R,, R,, Rf,) + &r Hi,(S/R, U). Consider the following diagram: 
Br(R,) ---% Brg(R) 
I I 
where the limits are taken over all graded &tale coverings of the form 
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S, @I R0 R. Using the fact that q and B are monomorphisms (/I is in fact an 
isomorphism), it follows that a and y are monomorphisms. The second part 
is proved in a similar way. 
3.5. THEOREM. If R is a reduced positively graded ring, or a Noetherian 
positively graded ring, then Br g(R) ZG Br( R,). 
Proof: Suppose first that R is reduced. Let & gE R, be such that 
Rf $ Rg = R. Consider the following diagram with exact rows: 
Pic(Ro) -5 WR,, Rag, 
I 
ROfg) A Br(Rof) CD WRog) 3 WRofg) 
I 
e 
I 
82 
I 
8” 
Picg(R) % BrR(R,-, R,, Rf,) 3 Brg(R~)~Brg~R~) % Brg(Rf,). 
Suppose that [A] sBrg(R) c Brg(Rf, R,, RI,) is such that y’(A)~Trn 8’. 
Then the above diagram tells us that [A] E Im 0. Since [A] is torsion, and 
6, is monomorphic, e-‘( [A]) is torsion, hence lies in Br(R,). The proof is 
then finished by a Quillen induction on R,. 
Finally, for the Noetherian case, observe that N(R) is a nilpotent ideal, 
hence, using a result in [17], Brg(R) = Brg(R/N(R)) = Br((~/N(R))~) = 
Br( R,/N( R,)) = Br( R,). 
3.6. COROLLARY (F. Van Oystaeyen). Zf R is Noetherian commutative 
graded ring such that the gradation on R is limited, then Brg(R) 2 Br(R,). 
Proof. Suppose that the gradation on R is left limited. Then 
R- = QicO R, generates a nilpotent ideal. Then apply 3.5. 
We close this note giving a sufficient condition on positively graded rings 
to have the property Br(R) = Brg(R). 
3.7. ~O~SITION. If R is a pos~tive~y graded regular domain of charac- 
teristic zero, then Br( R) = Br “( R) = Br( R,). 
Proof: Apply [9, 1.1; 11, 8.8 and Theorem 3.51. 
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